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ABSTRACT
The Internet use IP addresses to identify and locate network in-
terfaces of connected devices. IPv4 was introduced more than 40
years ago and specifies 32-bit addresses. As the Internet grew, avail-
able IPv4 addresses eventually became exhausted more than ten
years ago. The IETF designed IPv6 with a much larger addressing
space consisting of 128-bit addresses, pushing back the exhaustion
problem much further in the future.

In this paper, we argue that this large addressing space allows
reconsidering how IP addresses are used and enables improving,
simplifying and scaling the Internet. By revisiting the IPv6 address-
ing paradigm, we demonstrate that it opens up several research
opportunities that can be investigated today. Hosts can benefit from
several IPv6 addresses to improve their privacy, defeat network
scanning, improve the use of several mobile access network and
their mobility as well as to increase the performance of multicore
servers. Network operators can solve the multihoming problem
more efficiently and without putting a burden on the BGP RIB,
implement Function Chaining with Segment Routing, differenti-
ate routing inside and outside a domain given particular network
metrics and offer more fine-grained multicast services.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Networks → Network design principles; Network manage-
ment;

KEYWORDS
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1 INTRODUCTION
While the first design choices of computer networks were made
in the 1960s and 1970s [4, 18], many of them still influence the
networking industry and the Internet today. During the last decade,

the Internet infrastructure has evolved in different ways. We focus
on two of these changes.

The ongoing deployment of IPv6 is a first important change [47].
When IPv4 was designed, 32-bit addresses seemed to be an almost
unlimited addressing space for the research network they were
designed for. However, during the 1990s, network operators and
researchers became aware that it would eventually be exhausted.
They explored short term solutions such as Network Address Trans-
lation (NAT) [25], which were more successful than expected, and
IPv6 as a long term solution [12]. When the first IPv6 specifications
were published, most observers thought that this new protocol
would be quickly embraced by network operators and users. In
reality, IPv6 took more than two decades to be widely implemented.
The transition to IPv6 continues to progress [47, 62] with more IPv6
capable networks deployed each year.

A second change is the decoupling of transport protocols from
the network layer. In the initial design of the host-to-host protocol
for the ARPANet [15], the network and the transport layer were
strongly coupled. It gave birth to TCP [67] and IPv4 [66] which
kept some interdependence as the TCP checksum is computed
using a pseudo-header including the source and destination IP
addresses. This coupling still exists between TCP and IPv6 [22].
For the past two decades, several transport protocols have been
designed and extended to become network-independent with the
ability of using several network paths simultaneously. SCTP [77]
considered multihomed endpoints as part of its initial design, while
TCP was extended to support multiple network paths [31]. More
recently, QUIC [45] provided support for multihomed endpoints
with connection migration and multiple network paths thanks to
Multipath extensions [20, 54, 81].

Nowadays, most applications leverage encryption and authenti-
cation to secure their communications. They rarely exchange data
in plain text. They use the Transport Layer Security (TLS) [40, 50]
protocol either atop TCP or integrated in a transport protocol such
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as the QUIC protocol [45, 52]. This change has two consequences.
First, the applications that previously relied on IP addresses for
authentication are now further decoupled from the network layer.
Second, the use of end-to-end encryption strengthens the end-to-
end paradigm structuring many protocols of the Internet. This
change took more time than expected [9] but works well with the
new multipath transport protocols as TLS can be combined with
SCTP [79], can be used atop MPTCP, and is integrated in QUIC.

In this paper, we explore how, when combined, these recent
advances enable us to reconsider the semantics of the IPv6 addresses.
For most network operators and users, IP addresses are used to
identify a particular network interface of a device. As such, the main
change between IPv6 and IPv4 is the increase to 128-bit addresses
from the more constrained 32-bit addresses, enabling a much greater
number of interfaces to communicate over the Internet.

We argue that the IPv6 addressing space opens many other inter-
esting directions for future research that go beyond using an IPv6
address to simply identify a network interface. We first analyze in
Section 2 how multipath transport protocols and IPv6 addresses
can provide new services to end hosts. Then, we demonstrate in
Section 3 how networks can effectively solve the multihoming prob-
lem using multipath transport protocols and the IPv6 addressing
space. Finally, we discuss in Section 4 how routers and middleboxes
can benefit from the IPv6 addressing space.

2 MULTIPLE IPV6 ADDRESSES ON HOSTS
In this section, we revisit the IPv6 addressing on hosts to explore
how combining multipath transport protocols and IPv6 addresses
can solve privacy issues for clients and servers, help cellular net-
works to scale and improve server performance.

2.1 Privacy-compliant IPv6 addresses
The IPv6 addressing architecture [39] proposed a hierarchical al-
location of IPv6 prefixes to Internet Service Providers who then
delegate smaller prefixes to their customers. In the initial architec-
ture, the low-order 64 bits of the IPv6 address contained a MAC
address [43] to enable autoconfiguration at a time when DHCP was
not ubiquitous. Unfortunately, this brought privacy issues since
hosts could be easily identified over the Internet using the lower
order bits of their IPv6 addresses [46].

Current IPv6 deployments leverage privacy-compliant IPv6 ad-
dresses [35, 60, 61] to derive complete addresses from prefixes ad-
vertised by routers. In a nutshell, these IPv6 addresses have random
low-order 64 bits and limited lifetimes. When one address expires,
it is replaced by another one, and both addresses can overlap for
some time. This overlap is not a problem since the IPv6 stacks
are designed to handle multiple addresses per interface. Yet, this
limited lifetime impacts the transport layer. When a temporary
address expires and a new one is allocated, all new transport flows
automatically use the new address. However, established TCP con-
nections are bound to the address used at connection establishment
time and these addresses must persist for the entire connection
lifetime. For long-lasting connections such as ssh, this implies that
temporary addresses need to remain alive for long periods of time.

A multipath transport protocol could easily switch tempo-
rary IPv6 addresses without affecting the existing transport
connections.

2.2 Defeating network scanning
Most of the Internet hosts are clients that initiate connections to-
wards servers and usually do not expect to receive unsolicited
packets. The servers continuously listen for packets, and their ad-
dresses are usually advertised using the DNS. Many enterprise
networks restrict the packets that clients can receive to sessions
initiated by their clients for security reasons. In the IPv4 Internet,
hosts are continuously scanned by network researchers trying to
understand how the network is used, worms seeking hosts to infect
or attackers looking for vulnerable targets [2]. With the advent of
fast network scanners [24], the entire IPv4 addressing space can
be scanned within less than a day. IPv6 is harder to scan given
its larger space and the sparsity of used addresses within a given
prefix. However, this is not sufficient, as researchers have proposed
solutions to create target lists of IPv6 addresses [34, 58], and there
are now active IPv6 scanners [10, 33].

Some servers use port-knocking to defeat scanners [8]. With port-
knocking, the client sends one or more packets towards specific
ports or using specific information. The server firewalls validate
these packets and finally accept the client’s request. The large IPv6
addressing space can be used to improve the privacy of servers.
ChhoyHopper [72] proposed to change the IPv6 address of servers
every minute. Using a pre-shared key, the client is able to derive
the current suffix of the server. The current ChhoyHopper proto-
type uses NAT to preserve established connections when the server
address changes. A multipath transport protocol would allow
clients to migrate to the new server address to improve its
privacy. The Host Identity Protocol (HIP) [57] Rendezvous Exten-
sion [51] provides another mechanism to enable the resolution of a
host that is often moving. A Rendezvous server could also be used
for ephemeral server addresses.

2.3 Multi-addressed cellular networks
Cellular networks typically assume that the IP address of a mobile
user must remain stable even when it moves. Otherwise, transport
connections identified by a 5-tuple are impacted every time an ad-
dress changes. For this reason, these networks rely several data-link
and network layers solution, e.g., IP tunnels, to hide the user’s mo-
bility to their devices. Mobile networks operators assume that the
mobile devices are unintelligent, and place intelligence inside the
network with a lot of components handling the user’s mobility [56].
This contrasts with the Internet’s end-to-end principle [74].

As shown by Croitoru et al. [19], by leveraging multipath trans-
port protocols it is possible for a mobile device to seamlessly use IP
addresses that correspond to its geographical location and trans-
parently switch from one to another as it moves. This approach
could simplify the architecture of mobile networks. Base stations
and access points would simply need to verify the credentials of
the mobile device, allocate IP addresses from their local address
block and forward packets. Multipath transport protocols allow
mobile devices to seamlessly move from one access point
(resp. base station) to another without impacting the existing
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transport connections. Such an architecture is also discussed by
the CellBricks proposal [56].

Cellular networks could even go one step further when mobile
devices can simultaneously use different radio frequencies. Modern
cellular networks such as 5G can operate at frequencies in different
bands, from roughly 700 MHz to 26 GHz. The lower frequencies pro-
vide wide coverage at a relatively low bandwidth while the higher
frequencies provide very high throughput within a short radius
around the base station. Consider for example the 700 MHz and the
26 GHz bands. Instead of being allocated one frequency band by the
cellular network, the mobile device could use both simultaneously
by receiving an IP address for each band. The 700-MHz IP address
could then be used to initiate outbound and accept inbound connec-
tions since this address would always be active. It could also be used
for long-lasting flows that exchange few data. On the other hand,
the 26-GHz IP address could be used for short and high bandwidth
flows. Multipath transport protocols allow a mobile device
to simultaneously use the two bands given the application
requirements and dynamically switch transport connections
from one frequency band to another when moving.

2.4 Multicore dataplane
Since the design of IPv4, computers saw the arrival of multicore
CPUs and servers can now reach up to hundreds of CPU cores.
However, the network layer was designed with one address iden-
tifying a given network interface. A multicore server is likely to
use a given IP address on several CPU cores. To spread the load
between cores, techniques such as RSS [44] hash the 4-tuple to
select a core for every connection. However, this can lead to a high
load imbalance [6, 65]. The large IPv6 addressing space enables
assigning one IPv6 address to each CPU core without using a hash.

This can be efficiently implemented in commodity NICs as they
can handle IP-to-queue dispatching in hardware. Every packets can
be directed to the destination CPU core to enable a more efficient
sharding approach [48]. This approach does not require dispatching
cores, i.e., cores responsible for selecting the destination CPU, for
which Metron [49] has shown they are an impediment to hundred-
gigabit speeds. Metron uses an agent on every host, and a controller
to tag packets into switches according to their traffic classes. Then,
the NIC dispatch packets to the right core using the tag.

When assigning IPv6 addresses to cores, it enables load-balancing
directly at the network layer, for instance by using DNS or standard
network load-balancers without any specific controllers. Figure 1
reports the distribution of the total throughput obtained by 128
clients making repeated 2 MB requests in one-time QUIC connec-
tions [5] towards a picoquic server using an increasing number of
cores to serve those requests. We modified picoquic to use DPDK
for I/O [7], enabling faster speeds and a finer control on the CPU
packet processing pipeline and connection state. In the “Single IP”
case, the clients reach the server with a unique destination IPv6
address. The server uses RSS to dispatch packets to cores using
the NIC’s internal hashing algorithm [44]. In the “One IP per core”
approach, the clients use the DNS to randomly select one of the
server IPv6 addresses. This can be done easily by announcing all
the server addresses under a unique domain name. We added ∼ 30
lines of code to program the NIC to deliver packets of each IPv6
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Figure 1: Having one IP per core enables a better load-
balancing than hashing packet identifiers.

address to their corresponding core. This better distribution enables
up to a 25 % performance increase when using 8 cores, as clients
hit less often overloaded cores. Allocating one IPv6 address per
core improves the load balancing and performance of trans-
port connections. Further improvements could be obtained for
instance by adding intelligence in the DNS server to direct requests
on lightly loaded cores and overcome long-term imbalance. Cores
could also receive multiple IP addresses and exchange them with
less loaded cores when overloaded to overcome short-term over-
loads as proposed with hash buckets by RSS++ [6], or use work
stealing as proposed by Affinity-Accept [65].

Our idea could be expanded to processes of an operating system.
IPv6 addresses could be used to identify processes running
on a computer. The operating system would provide each run-
ning process with one or more IPv6 addresses to communicate on
the network. This could improve the security isolation between
processes as the NIC could ensure that packets of each IP address
are assigned to a separate queue residing in a different memory
zone, which could be a secure enclave in the future.

2.5 Per-connection IPv6 addresses
QUIC identifies connections with a Connection ID to support
load-balancers [45]. QUIC uses variable length connection IDs to
support different types of load-balancers. When each host disposes
of a local IPv6 subnet derived from the global network IPv6 prefix,
the Connection ID could be embedded in the IPv6 address suffix.
As QUIC allows the server to migrate with the Preferred Address
mechanism, the handshake could be performed on one IPv6 address
and the connection could then be migrated to addresses embedding
the Connection ID. This allows a QUIC connection to directly
reach a server behind a load balancer after the QUIC handshake.
Multipath TCP also provides a similar mechanism [23, 32] by en-
abling the server to specify the address that the client needs to
use for subsequent subflows. Using IPv6 addresses to embed
the QUIC Connection ID simplifies the protocol parsing and
routing, and reclaims some bytes in the packet for applica-
tion data. Similarly, we question the need of transport ports as a
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necessary commodity. As a destination address directly identifies
a connection, further bytes could be reclaimed in the transport
header and reused for application data by removing ports. A sep-
arate IPv6 address could be allocated for each service to accept
incoming connections, which would then migrate to their own IPv6
address identifying the connection. From a deployment perspective,
this also releases pressure on the port number usage, with several
processes being able to run several programs using the same port
number on the same operating system while assigned to different
IPv6 addresses.

3 HOST-BASED IPV6 MULTIHOMING
Scalability is a key concern for network operators. Within five
decades, the Internet grew from a research network to a criti-
cal infrastructure connecting more than 70 k networks called Au-
tonomous Systems (AS) [42]. Each AS uses the Border Gateway
Protocol (BGP) [70] to advertise routes towards its IP prefixes and
exchange routing information with its peers. BGP is used by mil-
lions of Internet routers and the scalability of the global Internet
routing depends on various factors including: (i) the number of
ASes, (ii) the number of prefixes advertised by each AS and (iii) the
stability of the nodes and links.

The Internet is mostly composed of two types of ASes: transit
and stub. A transit AS is typically an Internet Service Provider (ISP)
that is connected to larger provider ASes and forwards packets on
behalf of its customers and . A stub AS is a network that serves
only its hosts and does not forward packets on behalf of its peers.
Most enterprise networks are stub ASes.

As of early 2022, there are about 10.8 k transit ASes and 62 k
stub ASes [42]. In average, an AS advertises more than 2 IPv6
and 13 IPv4 prefixes while the mean advertised prefix length is 24
bits for IPv4 and 47 for IPv6. In theory, each AS should advertise
a single prefix per IP version. However, this does not happen in
practice for several reasons. First, the IPv4 addressing space is
heavily fragmented [16, 76]. As almost all IPv4 prefixes have been
assigned, an AS that needs new IPv4 addresses buys small blocks of
addresses from other ASes. Second, some ASes announce short IPv4
prefixes to minimize the impact of potential hijacking attacks. Third,
network operators often split their IP prefixes to advertise them
differently to different peers for traffic engineering purposes [41].

With the ongoing deployment of IPv6, the first factor will become
less important. The deployment of secure BGP extensions [13, 53]
could alleviate the second problem. However, the traffic engineering
problem is likely to remain as an AS cannot advertise a large IP
prefix with BGP and control its incoming traffic (e.g., to ensure that
it is balanced among its different peers and links) [27, 78].

For enterprise networks, site multihoming is a very important
traffic engineering problem. While most enterprise networks are
usually first connected to the Internet using one link and one
provider, many enterprise networks use several providers to cope
with a provider failure. These are called multihomed networks. In
addition, multihomed networks have a benefit in terms of perfor-
mance [1, 59] as different providers expose different paths with
differing performances often differ.

Traditionally, such a multihomed network is identified by one AS
number and uses BGP to advertise its prefix to the global Internet.

Unfortunately, each multihomed enterprise network contributes to
the growth of the BGP routing tables. However, the multihoming
problem can also be solved with a host-based solution that does not
pollutes the BGP routing tables with enterprise prefixes. To achieve
it, an enterprise network should receive one provider-aggregatable
(PA) network prefix from each of its providers as part of their larger
IP prefix. This enables each provider to advertise one large prefix
that includes all its customers. These different prefixes received by
an enterprise network are then distributed so that each of its hosts
receives one address from each provider. This is the host-based
solution to the site multihoming problem [3]. It has the advantage
of requiring fewer BGP advertisements.

The difference between BGP-based multihoming, used with IPv4,
and host-based multihoming is illustrated in Figure 2. Figure 2a
shows a dual-homed enterprise network named AS1. AS1 advertises
its prefix and learns the server prefix using BGP. Both AS1 and
AS5 select one interdomain path to reach the server and the client
prefixes (shown in red in the figure). When an interdomain link
fails, e.g., AS1-AS3, BGP will take seconds or more to converge on
other interdomain paths. Figure 2b shows the interdomain paths
used with host-based IPv6 multihoming. In this case, the client has
two IP addresses, one from AS2 and one from AS3. The entreprise
network does not need to have an AS number and advertise BGP
routes since its prefixes are covered by the prefixes advertised by
its providers. The main benefit is that the client and the server can
use different interdomain paths to communicate [21]. Multipath
transport protocols could simultaneously use both paths or auto-
matically select the best performing one matching the application
requirements. When the link between the enterprise network and
AS3 fails, the client and the server can immediately continue to
exchange data using the path via AS2.

There is an additional benefit to host-based multihoming when
considering the number of BGP messages that are exchanged. In-
deed, according to RIPE RIS [71], more than 2 millions BGP mes-
sages are exchanged each hour in 2022. This amount of messages
can overload routers. Moreover, reducing the number of BGP mes-
sages could help to mitigate the appearance of BGP zombies. Zom-
bies are unused prefixes that could induce some routing loops [64].
Indeed, since processing all the BGP messages could be too time-
consuming for a router during a spike of BGP messages, some
messages could be dropped and thus lead to the appearance of BGP
zombies. Figure 3 shows the percentage of BGP update messages
corresponding to stub ASes over the past 10 years. We randomly
sampled one thousand periods of 5 minutes for each year, and com-
puted the proportion of BGP updates originating from stub ASes.
A stub AS is defined as having a customer cone of size 1, according
to the CAIDA asrank dataset [14]. We can observe that in average,
as represented by the dashed curves, 43 % of IPv4 BGP updates and
46 % of IPv6 BGP updates are coming from stub ASes. A solution
where stubs use addresses from their providers could reduce the
BGP churn by a similar percentage. We further note that while the
Internet has grown over time, the results in Figure 3 show that this
percentage is rather stable over time.

Another system used by ASes when announcing their prefixes is
the Resource Public Key Infrastructure (RPKI). RPKI allows network
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(b) With Host-based IPv6 multihoming, the client and the server can use one
path per provider of Enterprise. This provides more diversity and resilience
for the interdomain paths.

Figure 2: Comparison of BGP-based IPv4 multihoming and host-based IPv6 multihoming.
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Figure 3: BGP update messages relative to stub prefixes. In
average, 43% of the messages concern stub prefixes in IPv4,
while in IPv6 the mean corresponds to 46% of the messages.

operators to protect their prefixes against inadvertent advertise-
ment by some other AS. However, registering Route Origin Adver-
tisements (ROA) in the RPKI is not globally adopted. Today, the
adoption of RPKI is close to 25 % of all ASes, meaning that each
of these ASes has at least one RPKI record.1. Further, not all ASes
validate the BGP advertisement against this information. Miscon-
figurations resulting in origin hijacks still occur almost daily on the
Internet. Since multihoming dispense stubs AS from announcing
their own prefixes, they also do not need to register them in the
RPKI. Not counting the stubs ASes, the RPKI adoption rate increases
to 54 %, leading to a potentially safer Internet.

In conclusion, combining provider-aggregatable IPv6 pre-
fixes with multipath transport protocols solves the multi-
homing problem more efficiently and without overloading

1We observe this rate of adoption from the data available at https://rpki.gin.ntt.net/
api/export.json.

BGP. Hosts can react much faster to the failure of a provider and
can balance their load across several network paths.

4 MULTIPLE IPV6 PREFIXES INSIDE
NETWORKS

Today, the IPv6 address space remains vastly unused, as only 0.0034 %
of its space is advertised [42]. In this section, we reconsider the
use of IPv6 prefixes inside networks. We explore various use-cases
enabled by associating IPv6 prefixes to network-level services.

4.1 Segment Routing and Function Chaining
Segment Routing (SR) [30] is a modern variant of Source Routing.
With SR, a packet embeds an ordered list of instructions called seg-
ments. These instructions can be executed on intermediate routers
in the network for several service and topological purposes. Seg-
ment Routing does not require per-flow state on routers as the
instruction is embedded in the packet.

The two predominant variants of SR are MPLS and IPv6 [30].
With IPv6 Segment Routing (SRv6) [29], a segment is encoded as
an IPv6 address. This large space enables flexible instruction encod-
ing to support the Network Programming paradigm [29]. An IPv6
address is broken down into Locator:Function:Arguments. The
Locator uniquely identifies the router in the network (typically
with a /48 or /64 prefix). The two remaining fields encode the func-
tion that the router executes on the incoming packet. Researchers
and network operators have used network programming for several
purposes [30, 80, 85].

Steering traffic through middleboxes in enterprise networks can
be a daunting task, especially when it has to follow a specific or-
der [69]. Service Function Chaining (SFC) [36] proposes an archi-
tecture allowing easier traffic steering through middleboxes, also
called Service Functions (SF).

SRv6 over Network Programming is flexible enough to provide
a generic answer to the Service Chaining issue. Clad et al. [17]
propose to associate Segment IDs (SIDs) to SFs. This way, using
SR to steer the traffic among the services is quite straightforward.
We push this idea one step further by proposing to gather related
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Other services
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ingress FW2
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Figure 4: Illustration of a security-oriented Service Function
Chain (SFC).

services in a same SRv6 domain. According to the SRv6 specifica-
tion [29], such domain could be assigned a given IPv6 prefix (e.g.,
a /48 prefix) and the nodes (i.e., the services) belonging to this
domain could receive unique subnets (e.g., /64) derived from this
prefix. This can be easily achieved thanks to the flexibility of IPv6.
Figure 4 illustrates an example of such a Service Chain used to se-
cure incoming traffic according to its destination in the network. In
our example, an enterprise uses one prefix (2001:db8:1::/52) for
protected services and another one (2001:db8:2::/52) for other
services. The /64 prefixes are further distributed among the specific
services inside these two subdomains. The SR domain delimiting
the Service Chain is represented as a red cloud and receives the
2001:db8::/48 prefix. When the first firewall (FW1 node in Fig-
ure 4) detects traffic destined to the protected services, it forwards
it to the Service Chain ingress node. This node (i.e., the SR domain
head-end) encodes the SR Policy representing the following secu-
rity Service Chain. The traffic is forced through a second firewall
(FW2 in Figure 4). When the traffic is not dropped, it is forwarded
to the IDS. Depending on the IDS decision, the packets are sent to
the DPI or directly to the SC egress. On the DPI node, the packets
are either dropped or forwarded to the SC egress. Finally, the SC
egress removes the SR Policy encapsulation. The traffic successfully
passing through the security chain is forwarded to the protected
services. Distributing several IPv6 prefixes inside networks
allows defining fine-grained packet steering policies in the
Source Routing paradigm, enabling complex network-level
service chains.

4.2 Differentiated routing
Large ASes typically use link-state routing protocols such as IS-IS
or OSPFv3. These protocols rely on two main components: (i) a
link-state database summarizing the local view of each node, and
(ii) a path computation algorithm which computes the bests paths to
forward IP packets. This algorithm relies on dimensionless metrics
associated to each link in the network. One drawback of using a sin-
gle metric is the lack of flexibility. OSPFv2 was originally designed

1
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2001:db8:1::/48

(a) Latency optimized VRF.

1
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4 5

6 7 8

2001:db8:2::/48

(b) Bandwidth optimized VRF.

Figure 5: Routes from border router (Node 1) to internal
nodes.

with the ability of computing separate routes according to the IP
Type of Service. This feature has been abandoned in subsequent
versions of OSPFv2 and OSPFv3. However, a current effort works
on the so-called Flex-Algorithm extension [68], allowing IGPs to
compute their routes based on given constraints.

Currently, some operators use multiple routing instances and
Virtual Routing and Forwarding tables (VRFs), each optimizing a
different metric. While this solves the flexibility issue, it introduces
a configuration burden.

With IPv6, operators could make these choices more explicit by
associating an IPv6 prefix to each VRF. Each virtual interface be-
longing to a given VRF should then receive an IPv6 address derived
from the prefix associated to the VRF. A network could advertise
such prefixes as a new service, ensuring to its users different type
of service for each of them. From an operational point of view, this
also simplifies the manner VRFs are configured and maintained
in routers. Figure 5 illustrates such configuration. The network
uses prefix 2001:db8:1::/48 for a latency optimized VRF (Fig-
ure 5a) and prefix 2001:db8:2::/48 for a bandwidth optimized
VRF (Figure 5b). Clients can then select a specific source address
to obtain a given forwarding behavior. Such prefix differentiation
could also have a positive impact in the global routing. Associating
IPv6 prefixes to virtual topologies could allow more flexible
packet forwarding depending on various operators-defined
optimization policies.

4.3 Multicast
Multicast can also benefit from IPv6 addresses to simplify the op-
eration of routers. The IPv6 multicast addresses [38] include flags
and an explicit scope. This contrasts with IPv4 multicast where the
scope is implicitly encoded in the TTL. The initial IPv4 multicast
architecture defined a flat-space for group identifiers. Besides a
few well-known groups, addresses were allocated using dynamic
mechanisms such as SDR [37]. This caused operational problems
and the IETF reserved a subset of the IPv4 addressing space (i.e.,
233/8) for so-called IPv4 GLOP addresses that contain an 16-bit
AS number and a group identifier managed by the AS. The IPv6
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multicast addressing architecture uses a similar approach by em-
bedding the /64 prefix of the organization that allocated the group
identifier.

Another difference between IP versions is the support of the Any
Source Multicast service model. To support this model, IP networks
usually deploy the PIM protocol [28]. PIM uses a Rendez-vous Point
(RP) router. In IPv4, the address of the RP needs to be configured
on all routers or specific protocols must be deployed to distribute
the groups to RP mappings [11, 26]. With IPv6, the address of the
RP can simply be embedded inside the IPv6 multicast address [75].

Finally, the large addressing space allows combining multiple
multicast groups for a given application. Currently, users register
to a single multicast group address for a specific application. The
multicast flow offers an identical service to all users registered to
the group. Users with different bandwidth capabilities are treated as
equal, and this could lead to decreased performance in congestion-
controlled communication [73, 82]. With IPv6, a multicast ap-
plication could spread its services among several multicast
group addresses to offer a more fine-grained user experience.
Each user may register to one or more services depending on its
capabilities. For example, a streaming application could send the
data to one address, and Forward Error Correction (FEC) pack-
ets [55, 63] to another group. A bandwidth-limited user does not
need to register to these FEC packets, but other users may benefit
from the recovering capabilities to ensure a better communication.

The Bit Indexed Explicit Replication (BIER) goes one step further
by reconsidering scalable multicast forwarding [83]. This multicast
routing architecture does not require per-flow state on routers. It
embeds a BitString in each packet and assigns one bit position to
each network router. When a router forwards a packet, it considers
the bits set in the BitString and forward the packets towards the
corresponding routers using forwarding state from the underlying
routing protocol. This requires some cooperation with the routing
protocol and a BitString that has as many bits as the number of
routers inside the network. This BitString must be embedded in a
dedicated BIER header [84]. We could directly embed the Bit-
String inside the IPv6 destination address of the multicast
packets to reduce the overhead. This would require sufficient
space in the IPv6 address suffix, but could save additional payload
bytes by removing the need for the BIER header.

5 DISCUSSION
The design and deployment of IPv6 were primarily motivated by
the exhaustion of the IPv4 addressing space. To this end, the IETF
succeeded to provide an evolution path to the Internet. The majority
of networks support IPv6 and yet, only 0.0034 % of the addressing
space is advertised using BGP, leaving several orders of magnitude
of growth available. We argue that the sole use of IPv6 to identify
network interfaces on devices must be reconsidered and that the
large amount of available addresses enables new opportunities.

First, together with multipath transport protocols, hosts can ben-
efit from several IPv6 addresses to improve server privacy, to defeat
network scanning, to better utilize mobile access networks and
frequency bands, to improve the performance of multicore servers
and to reclaim bytes in the protocol headers. Second, the site multi-
homing problem can be solved using IPv6 provider-aggregatable

addresses and multipath transport protocols without polluting the
BGP routing tables. It enables these networks to improve their re-
silience and the Internet to scale. Third, IPv6 prefixes can be used to
define Service Function Chains with Segment Routing, to perform
differentiated routing optimizing different network metrics and to
both simplify and scale the use of multicast.

We encourage researchers to explore the new usages of IPv6 in
research works designing, prototyping and evaluating these use-
cases. However, more importantly, we argue that the paradigm of
addressing network interfaces must be reconsidered by network
researchers and hope to see more works exploring the vast possi-
bilities of IPv6.
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